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Abstract: In this paper, the free vibration response of a stiffened functionally graded graphene
nanoplatelet (GPL)-reinforced composite multilayer cylindrical shell panel is studied for the first time.
The shell is stiffened by both stringers and rings. Additionally, the effect of reinforcing the shell panel,
ring and stinger with GPLs is independently studied. Halpin–Tsai relations are employed to evaluate
the mechanical properties of the shell panel, rings and stringers. The first-order shear deformation
shell theory, accompanied by the Lekhnitsky smeared stiffener model, using the numerical finite
element method and Hamilton principle, is employed to develop the governing motion equations
of the shell panel. Four different types of GPL patterns, including FG-A, FG-X, FG-O and UD, are
assumed across the thickness of the shell panel, rings and stringers. The effects of different factors,
including various weight fractions and patterns of GPLs nanofillers, the geometry of the shell panel
and stiffeners and two displacement boundary conditions, on the natural frequencies of the shell
panel, have been studied.

Keywords: free vibration; stiffened; functionally graded; graphene-reinforced composite multilayer
cylindrical panel; FSDT; FEM

MSC: 37M05

1. Introduction

Nowadays, reinforcement plays an important role in different industries, such as
aerospace, marine and automotive industries. These reinforcements can be divided into
two major groups. In the first group, the structure is stiffened by another external shape,
such as a ring or stringer. The external stiffener can be fabricated with the same or different
material as the original structure. These stiffeners can be connected to the original structure
with glue, welding, screws or rivets. Due to the fact that these connections may cause a
stress concentration, the original structure and stiffeners can be manufactured integrally. In
the second group, the structure is reinforced with nanoparticles. These nanoparticles are
added to the metallic or polymeric matrix during the process of fabrication, and metallic
or polymeric nanocomposite structures are manufactured. These reinforcements can be
added to various shapes, including plate, beam and shell-type structures and increase
the dynamic and static efficiency of the structure. Among these structures, shell-type
structures are widely applied as a part of sophisticated shapes, such as aircraft, rockets,
submarines, etc. Due to these structures being continuously subjected to dynamic loads, it
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is essential to study the vibration response and natural frequencies of shell-type-reinforced
structures. There are a lot of investigations related to the natural frequency responses
of stiffened structures. First, the articles are reviewed that are related to the vibration
behavior of the first group. For instance, natural frequencies of ring-and-stringer-stiffened
conical shells with simply supported boundary conditions are presented numerically and
experimentally by Crenwelge and Muster [1]. Nayak, Satpathy and Tripathy [2] presented
free vibrations of stiffened plates using the numerical finite element method (FEM). The
effect of several parameters, such as the number and orientation of stiffeners, aspect ratio,
boundary conditions and stiffener depth to plate thickness ratio on the free vibration of
stiffened plates are investigated. Based on laminated composite shell theories and utilizing
FEM, Nayak and Bandyopadhyay [3] performed a comprehensive investigation of the
free vibration responses of laminated composite stiffened shallow shells. Sinha et al. [4]
employed experimental and numerical approaches to present the natural frequencies of
laminated composite stiffened plates by changing the numbers, types and orientation of
stiffeners. Nayak and Bandyopadhyay [5] developed an FE formulation for the natural
frequency characteristics of stiffened conoidal shells. The effects of various stiffened geome-
tries on the free vibration response of conoidal shells were examined. The free vibration
response of shells of revolution stiffened by stringers employing a finite strip method was
reported by Naghsh, Saadatpour and Azhari [6]. They understood that reinforcing the
shells with stringers could increase or decrease the natural frequency. Quoc, Van Tham
and Tu [7] studied the free vibration behavior of a stiffened functionally graded (FG)
porous cylindrical shell under different boundary conditions on the basis of first-order
shear deformation theory (FSDT), Lekhnitsky’s smeared stiffener assumptions and the
Galerkin method. Samanta and Mukhopadhyay [8] surveyed the natural frequencies of
stiffened shells by applying FSDT and the FE technique. Mustafa and Ali [9] applied an
energy method for the natural frequencies of stiffened circular cylindrical shells based on
FSDT. Al-Najafi and Warburton [10] presented the natural frequency characteristics of ring-
stiffened cylindrical shells by applying Flügge’s shell theory and using the Rayleigh–Ritz
approach. Zarei, Rahimi and Hemmatnezhad [11] performed a comprehensive investi-
gation, including numerical, experimental and analytical approaches, to evaluate natural
frequencies of grid-stiffened truncated composite conical shells using FSDT. Their analyt-
ical procedure was conducted in accordance with the Ritz method. Additionally, Zarei,
Rahimi and Hemmatnezhad [12] used the same methodology and solution to investigate
the free vibration response of stiffened composite joined conical–cylindrical shells. Aris
and Ahmadi [13] performed an investigation on the natural frequency results of stiffened
rotating FGM conical shells under thermal conditions in accordance with higher-order
shear deformation theory (HSDT) and applying the Galerkin method. Based on Donnell’s
thin shell theory and employing the Galerkin procedure, the free vibration behavior of grid-
stiffened composite truncated spherical shells was reported by Ansari, Hemmatnezhad and
Taherkhani [14]. Tu Tran et al. [15] employed FSDT, together with the Galerkin method and
Lekhnitsky’s smeared stiffener technique, to analyze natural frequencies of stiffened FG
circular cylindrical shells supported by a Pasternak elastic foundation for various boundary
conditions subjected to a thermal environment. The free vibration analysis of laminated
stiffened cylindrical panels based on FSDT and utilizing FEM was surveyed by Tuan, Quoc
and Tu, [16]. Nguyen and Hoang [17] analytically presented the free vibration response
of a stiffened FG cylindrical shell supported on an elastic foundation based on FSDT, the
Galerkin method and the Lekhnitsky smeared stiffener technique. Qin Li et al. [18] em-
ployed FSDT and an analytical solution based on Rayleigh–Ritz to study the free vibration
of a stiffened cylindrical shell under general boundary conditions. Bich, Van Dung and
Nam [19] investigated the vibration response of eccentrically stiffened FG cylindrical panels
based on classical shell theory by employing the analytical method. The natural frequency
response of stiffened cylindrical shells in accordance with higher-order theory determined
by applying the Carrera unified formulation (CUF) was examined by Carrera, Zappino
and Filippi [20]. Lugovoi and Prokopenko [21] studied the impact of an elastic foundation
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and reinforcement on the vibration response of shallow shells with a rectangular planform.
Shahani and Kiarasi [22] studied the influence of a ring and stringer on the stability of thin
cylindrical shells based on FSDT numerically and experimentally.

This literature review denotes that in the most of research, the connection between
the original structure and reinforcements is considered ideal without screws, rivets and
welding. Therefore, in most of them, Lekhnitsky’s smeared stiffener technique is applied
for analysis. Now, the articles are reviewed which are related to the second group of
reinforcements or to reinforcing with nanoparticles. As lots of investigations have been
developed for the dynamic and static analyses of the structures which are reinforced with
various nanoparticles, those studies are mentioned here that are related to the vibration
behavior of plate and shell-type structures which are reinforced by Graphene platelets
(GPLs). In detail, the vibration responses of polymeric composite shells reinforced by GPLs
integrated with piezoelectric patches including electroelastic nonlinearities were presented
by Rao, Schmidt and Schröder [23]. Van Do and Lee [24] employed the Bézier extraction-
based isogeometric method to predict the natural frequencies of FG-GPLs multilayered
composite cylindrical shell panels by applying FSDT. Amirabadi, Farhatnia, Eftekhari and
Hosseini-Ara [25] used third-order shear deformation theory (TSDT) and the generalized
differential quadrature method (GDQM) to obtain the free vibration responses of FG-GPL-
reinforced conical shells under a rotational velocity and various displacement boundary
conditions. Jamalabadi et al. [26] calculated the fundamental natural frequencies of FG-
GPL-reinforced composite conical panels supported by a elastic foundation using FSDT
and 2D-GDQ methods. Salehi, Gholami and Ansari [27] presented the nonlinear free
vibration response of FG porous cylindrical shells reinforced by GPLs considering initial
imperfections utilizing HSDT. Yang et al. [28] employed FSDT, the Galerkin approach
and harmonic balance method to predict the nonlinear free vibration results of FG-GPL-
reinforced composite conical shells. Van Do and Lee [29] developed HSDT to investigate
static response and the natural frequencies of multilayer spherical and cylindrical panels
reinforced by GPLs in accordance with the isogeometric procedure. Employing FSDT
and Ritz’s method, the free vibration of GPL-reinforced composite doubly curved shells
was presented by Esmaieli and Kiani [30]. Baghbadorani and Kiani [31] used the Donnell
kinematic relations, FSDT and Navier solutions for the free vibration response of FG
cylindrical shells reinforced with GPLs. Dong et al. [32] studied the influences of axial
load and rotational velocity on the nonlinear free vibration response of graded-graphene-
reinforced cylindrical shells based on the nonlinear Donnell shell theory and by employing
the Galerkin approach. Based on a similar methodology and solution, the natural frequency
responses of FG-GPL-reinforced porous nanocomposite cylindrical shells with rotational
velocity were presented by Dong et al. [33]. Song et al. [34] employed the second-order shear
deformation theory in curvilinear coordinate and analytical solution based on harmonic
response to investigate wave dispersion responses of FG-GPL curved viscoelastic panels.
Sobhani et al. [35] employed FSDT and GDQ methods to evaluate the vibration behavior of
graphene oxide powder composites joined paraboloidal–cylindrical shells with different
boundary conditions. The effect of initial imperfection on the active control of FG-GPL
cylindrical shells with piezoelectric layers due to the application of a proportional derivative
smart controller was reported by Zare et al. [36].

Rezaei Pajand, Sobhani and Masoodi [37] investigated the vibrational response of
joined conical–conical shells made of FGM based on FSDT and employing the GDQM.
In another work, based on the same theory and methodology, Sobhani and Avcar [38]
performed an investigation on the influence of various nanofiller materials (CNTs, GNPs,
and GOPs) on the natural frequencies of nanocomposite cylindrical shells. Sobhani, Ma-
soodi and Ahmad Pari [39] analyzed the free-damped vibration of GPL nanocomposite
joined conical–conical–cylindrical-shell marine-like structures in accordance with FSDT
and Donnell’s simplifications. The governing equations of the structure were obtained by
employing the Hamilton principle. Finally, GDQM was applied for solving the governing
equations of the structure. Based on the first-order shear deformation hypothesis and
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GDQM, wave frequency responses of the nanocomposite-linked hemispherical–conical-
shell underwater-like bodies with the impacts of two types of graphene-based nanofillers
were reported by Sobhani, Masoodi and Ahmad Pari [40]. Sobhani, Masoodi and Ahmad
Pari [41] employed FDST as the theory and GDQM as a solution to evaluate the circumfer-
ential vibration analysis of nano-porous-sandwich assembled spherical–cylindrical–conical
shells under elastic boundary conditions. Sobhani, Masoodi and Civalek [42] simulated the
vibrational response of a jet engine cowl shell-like structure based on FSDT by employing
GDQM as a numerical approach. Sobhani [43] used (FSDT) and the general shell hypoth-
esis (GSH) to investigate the free vibration of combined paraboloidal–conical air vehicle
segment shell-type structures. The governing equations of the structure were obtained by
employing the Hamilton principle. Finally, GDQM was applied for solving the govern-
ing equations of combined paraboloidal–conical air vehicle segment shell-type structures.
Song et al. [44] presented an analytical solution based on the perturbation technique to
investigate buckling and postbuckling of biaxially compressed functionally graded multi-
layer graphene nanoplatelet-reinforced polymer composite plates. Within the framework
of the first-order shear deformation plate theory, Song et al. [45] presented an analytical
solution based on the Navier method for the free and forced vibrations of functionally
graded polymer composite plates reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets. Wang, Ye and
Zu [46] studied the nonlinear vibration of metal foam cylindrical shells reinforced with
graphene platelets based on the improved Donnell nonlinear shell theory by applying the
Galerkin approach. Chai and Wang [47] presented an analytical solution for the traveling
wave vibration of graphene platelet-reinforced porous joined conical–cylindrical shells
in a spinning motion based on Donnell’s shell theory. Ye and Wang [48] employed the
Galerkin procedure and Donnell’s nonlinear shell theory to analyze the nonlinear forced
vibration of functionally graded graphene platelet-reinforced metal foam cylindrical shells:
internal resonances. By using the Galerkin method, the nonlinear forced vibration of
the simply supported functionally graded porous nanocomposite thin plates reinforced
with graphene platelets based on the Kirchhoff assumptions was presented by Teng and
Wang [49]. Wang et al. [50] presented an efficient method for the vibration and stability
analysis of rectangular plates axially moving in fluid based on the Kirchhoff plate theory
and utilizing the finite element method. Based on Donnell’s shell theory and using the
Rayleigh–Ritz method, a general approach for the free vibration analysis of spinning joined
conical–cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundary conditions was examined by Chai and
Wang [51]. Safarpour, Rahimi and Alibeigloo [52] studied the free vibration and static
responses of FG-GPL-truncated conical and cylindrical shells by applying 3D elasticity
theory and using GDQM as a solution method. Babaei et al. [53] presented the natural
frequency responses of a FG-GPL cylindrical shell panel based on the 3D theory of elasticity
by applying FEM according to the Rayleigh–Ritz approach. Based on the same procedure
and solution, Kiarasi et al. [54] investigated the free vibration of FG-GPL joined conical–
cylindrical shells. Zhang, Wang and Li [55] used FEM, the 3D theory of elasticity and
the Rayleigh–Ritz method to calculate the natural frequencies amounts of FG-GPL joined
hemispherical–cylindrical–hemispherical shell vessels. Zu et al. [56] analyzed the vibration
suppression performance of fiber-reinforced polymer spherical–cylindrical shells with GPL
coatings under thermal conditions by applying the FSDT and Rayleigh–Ritz technique.

The above literature review shows that reinforcing the structures with nanoparticles
and stiffening them using a ring and stringer have a great effect on the natural frequency
response of the structures, but no investigation has been presented pertaining to the effect
of both of them on the behavior of the structures yet. In this study, the free vibration of
stiffened functionally graded graphene-reinforced composite multilayer cylindrical shell
panels has been investigated for the first time. In this study, the shell panel, rings and
stingers are reinforced with GPLs independently. Reinforcing the rings and stringers in
addition to the shell panel is one of the novel points of the present study. Four various distri-
butions of GPLs across the thickness of cylindrical panel, rings and stringers are considered.
Lekhnitsky’s smeared stiffener technique is assumed for obtaining the governing equations
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of the stiffened FG-GPL cylindrical shell panel. By employing the Hamilton principle in
conjunction with FSDT, the governing motion equations of the shell are developed and
solved via FEM. The effects of several factors such as the weight fractions of GPLs, various
GPL patterns for the cylindrical panel, rings and stringers, different boundary conditions,
and the effect of the geometry of the panel and stiffeners on the natural frequencies of
stiffened FG-GPL cylindrical shell panel have been investigated. In detail, the maximum
influences of the GPL pattern and the weight fraction of GPLs on the natural frequencies of
the structure were approximately 60% and 118%, respectively. Additionally, the influence
of strengthening the shell with GPLs was much greater than that of stiffening it with ring
and stringers.

2. Deriving the Governing Equations
2.1. Definition of the Geometry and Material Properties of the Stiffened Cylindrical Shell Panel

Consider an FG-GPL multilayer cylindrical shell panel with stiffeners under compres-
sive axial force (Figure 1). The radius, length, span angle and thickness of the structure
are denoted by L, β and h, respectively. Additionally, (x, θ, z) is considered across the
axial, hoop and radial axes, respectively. The shell panel is stiffened by both stringers
(longitudinal stiffeners) and rings (circumferential stiffeners). Additionally, various GPL
patterns are shown in Figure 1.
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of the GPLs.

The multilayer GPL nanocomposite shell panel is assumed to have excellently bonded
GPL-RC layers. In this research, it is considered that the shell panel is reinforced by GPLs.
Each layer of the shell panel consists of a combination of GPLs as a nanofiller and a matrix
made of an isotropic polymer. Due to the elimination of the stress concentration, rings and
stringers are made of the same isotropic polymeric matrix used in the shell panel. GPLs
are uniformly or non-uniformly distributed in the polymer matrix. Hence, the weight
fraction of the nano-fillers (GPLs) varies in terms of being functionally graded across the
radial direction of the shell panel. It is supposed that the shell panel is constructed of
NL layers. Four different functions of the volume fraction of FG GPL-RCs are considered:
FG-A, O, X, and a uniform pattern (UD). For UD, the GPL weight fraction is the same
for each layer. Therefore, UD represents a homogeneous isotropic GPL-RC structure. In
the FG patterns, the weight fraction of GPL has a linear variation across the thickness of
the shell panel. For FG-X, the weight fraction of GPLs at the inner and outer layers is the
maximum while this is different for the FG-O where the weight fraction for mid-layers is
the maximum. Furthermore, for A-GPLRC, the weight fraction at the inner layers is the
maximum and by distancing from it, the number of GPLs continuously decreases, and
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the outer surface of shell has the lowest number of GPLs. The equal weight fraction for
different GPL distributions may be estimated as follows [57,58].

U − GPLRC V(k)
GPL = V∗GPL

X− GPLRC V(k)
GPL = 4 V∗GPL(0.5 + |K− (NL + 1)/2 )|/(2 + NL)

O− GPLRC V(k)
GPL = 4 V∗GPL((NL + 1)/2− |K− (NL + 1)/2

A− GPLRC V(k)
GPL = 2 V∗GPLK/(NL + 1)

(1)

Here, VK
GPL represents the volume content of GPLs in each layer of the shell panel. In

Equation (1), K will change from 1 to NL. VK
GPL shows the volume fraction of nanofillers in

the shell, and may be evaluated as follows [59]:

V∗GPL =
∆GPLρm

∆GPLρm + ρGPL − ∆GPLρGPL
(2)

where in the above equation, ρGPL and ρm are the mass density of the nanofillers and
polymeric matrix, respectively, and ∆GPL is the weight fraction of the nanofillers. It is
mentioned that due to the prevention of agglomeration phenomena, the maximum amount
of ∆GPL should be lower than 1%.

Based on the Halpin–Tsai micromechanics estimation [60–63], Young’s modulus of the
shell panel is described as the following relations:

E =
3
8

(
1 + εGPL

L ηGPL
L VGPL

1− ηGPL
L VGPL

)
Em +

5
8

(
1 + εGPL

W ηGPL
W VGPL

1− ηGPL
W VGPL

)
(3)

εGPL
L =

2lGPL
tGPL

(4)

εGPL
w =

2wGPL
tGPL

(5)

ηGPL
L =

EGPL − Em

EGPL + εGPL
L Em

(6)

ηGPL
W =

EGPL − Em

EGPL + εGPL
W Em

(7)

where EGPL and Em are the Young’s modulus of elasticity of the nanofillers and matrix,
respectively. Additionally, lGPL, WGPL, tGPL and VGPL are the length, width, thickness
and the volume fraction of the nanofillers, respectively. The rule of mixture estimation is
employed to evaluate the Poisson’s ratio and the mass density of the GPL-RC [64,65]:

ρ = ρGPLVGPL + ρm(1−VGPL) (8)

v = vGPLVGPL + vm(1−VGPL) (9)

where vGPL and vm are the Poisson’s ratio of the nanofillers and matrix, respectively. The
shear modulus, G, of the shell part is expressed as below [66–70]:

G =
E

2(1 + υ)
(10)

2.2. Governing Equations (FSDT—Virtual Work Principle)

In this section, FSDT is considered to describe the displacement components. Addi-
tionally, Lekhnitsky’s smeared stiffener assumptions are employed to present the relation
between the shell panel with its rings and stringers. In this theory, the transverse normal
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values at the mid-plane of the plate remain straight and rotate such that they do not remain
perpendicular to the mid-surface after deformation. Applying the FSDT of the shells, the
displacement constituents of the shell are considered to be as follows [71]:

u(x, θ, z, t) = u0(x, θ, t) + z ϕx(x, θ, t)
ν(x, θ, z, t) = ν0(x, θ, t) + z ϕθ(x, θ, t)
w(x, θ, z, t) = w0(x, θ, t)

(11)

where u0, v0, and w0 are the displacement components of the mid-plane of the shell panel
along the axial, circumferential and radial directions, respectively. Additionally, ϕx(x, θ, t)
and ϕθ(x, θ, t) are the rotations of the mid-plane of the shell around the θ and x axes,
respectively. Additionally, according to the FSDT, the kinematic relations are as follows:

εx = ε0
x + z kx

εθ = ε0
θ + z kθ

γxθ = γ0
xθ + z kxθ

γθz = γ0
θz

γxz = γ0
xz

(12)

where
ε0

x = ∂u0
∂x ; kx = ∂ϕx

∂x ; ε0
θ = ∂v0

R∂θ +
w◦
R ;

kθ = ∂ϕθ
R∂θ ; γ0

xθ = ∂u◦
R∂θ +

∂ν◦
∂x ; kxθ = ∂ϕx

R∂θ +
∂ϕθ
∂x ;

γθz = ϕθ +
∂w◦
R∂θ −

ν◦
R ; γ0

xz = ϕx +
∂w◦
∂x ;

(13)

According to the Lekhnitsky approach, the resultant force and moments for the FG-
GPL cylindrical shell panel with stiffeners are considered as follows [72]:

Nx = (A11 +
Es As

ss
)ε0

x + A12ε0
θ + (B11 +

Es Aszs
ss

)kx + B12kθ

Nθ = A12ε0
x + (A22 +

Er Ar
sr

)ε0
θ + B12kx + (B22 +

Er Arzr
sr

)kθ

Nxθ = A66γ0
xθ + B66kxθ

Mx = (B11 +
Es Aszs

ss
)ε0

x + B12ε0
θ + (D11 +

Es Is
ss

)kx + D12kθ

Mθ = B12ε0
x + (B22 +

Er Arzr
sr

)ε0
θ + D12kx + (D22 +

Er Ir
sr

)kθ

Mxθ = B66γ0
xθ + D66kxθ{

Qθ = ks(A44 +
Gr Ar

sr
)γθz

Qx = ks(A55 +
Gs As

ss
)γxz

(14)

where

A11 = A22 =

h
2∫
− h

2

E
1−υ2 dz; B11 = B22 =

h
2∫
− h

2

E
1−υ2 zdz; D11 = D22 =

h
2∫
− h

2

E
1−υ2 z2dz;

A12 =

h
2∫
− h

2

υE
1−υ2 dz; B12 =

h
2∫
− h

2

υE
1−υ2 zdz; D12 =

h
2∫
− h

2

υE
1−υ2 z2dz;

A66 =

h
2∫
− h

2

E
2[1+υ]

dz; B66 =

h
2∫
− h

2

E
2[1+υ]

zdz; D66 =

h
2∫
− h

2

E
2[1+υ]

z2dz;

A44 = A55 =

h
2∫
− h

2

E
2[1+υ]

dz;

Is =
bsh3

s
12 + Asz2

s ; Ir =
brh3

r
12 + Arz2

r ; zs = ± hs+h
2 ; zr = ± hr+h

2

(15)
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The elasticity and the rigidity modulus of the stringers and the rings are defined as Es
and Gs, and Er and Gr, respectively. The joints between the stiffeners (ribs and stringers)
and the cylindrical shell panel are considered continuously and the cylindrical panel and
stiffeners including the rings and stringers are made of the same material. It is mentioned
that for the Lekhnitsky approach, the original structure and stiffeners can be manufactured
integrally. Additionally, for the rings and stringers, the uniaxial state of stress is considered.
ks = 5/6 is the shear correction factor. Additionally, the height and width of the rings and
stringers are considered as follows: hr and br, and hs and bs, respectively. The areas of
cross-section of the stringers and rings are denoted by As and Ar, respectively. In addition,
the distances between two adjacent stringers and each ring are denoted by Ss and Sr,
respectively; the distances between the centroid of an individual stringer and ring from
the mid-surface of the shell panel are indicated by zs and zr, respectively. The forces and
moments resultants in matrix form are as follows:

Nx
Nθ

Nxθ

Mx
Mθ

Mxθ


=



A11 A12 0 B11 B12 0
A12 A22 0 B12 B22 0
0 0 A66 0 0 B66
B11 B12 0 D11 D12 0
B12 B22 0 D12 D22 0
0 0 B66 0 0 D66





ε0
x

ε0
θ

γ0
xθ

kx
kθ

kxθ


,

{
Qθ

Qx

}
= ks

[
A44 0
0 A55

]{
γθz
γxz

}

A =

 A11 A12 0
A12 A22 0
0 0 A66

,

B =

 B11 B12 0
B12 B22 0
0 0 B66

,

D =

 D11 D12 0
D12 D22 0

0 0 D66

, e = ks

[
A44 0
0 A55

]

(16)

A11 = A11 +
Es As

ss
; A12 = A12; A22 = A22 +

Er Ar
sr

; A66 = A66;

A44 = A44 +
Gr Ar

sr
; A55 = A55 +

Gs As
ss

;

B11 = B11 +
Es Aszs

ss
; B12 = B12;

B22 = B22 +
Er Arzr

sr
; B66 = B66

D11 = D11 +
Es Is
ss

; D12 = D12;

D22 = D22 +
Er Ir
sr

; D66 = D66

For extending the governing equations of the shell panel, the virtual work principle
is employed:

t∫
0

(δK− δU)dt = 0 (17)

K =
1
2

∫
s


h
2∫

− h
2

ρeq(
.
u +

.
v +

.
w)dz

Rdθdx,

U =
1
2

∫
s

[
Nxε0

x + Nθε0
θ + Nxθγ0

xθ + Mxkx + Mθkθ + Mxθkxθ + Qθγθz + Qxγxz

]
Rdθdx,
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ρeq = ρSh +

(
As

ssh

)
ρs +

(
Ar

srh

)
ρr

where K is the kinetic energy of the structure and U is the strain energy. Additionally,
ρSh, ρs and ρr are the mass density of the shell, rings and stringers, respectively, and can be
evaluated using Equation (8). The variation of kinetic energy is as follows:

δK =
∫
s


h
2∫

− h
2

ρeq(
..
u δu +

..
v δv +

..
w δw)dz

Rdθdx, (18)

where 
δu = δu0 + zδϕx
δv = δv0 + zδϕθ

δw = δw0


..
u = ∂2u0

∂t2 + z ∂2 ϕx
∂t2

..
v = ∂2v0

∂t2 + z ∂2 ϕθ
∂t2

..
w = ∂2w0

∂t2

δK =
∫ ∫ h

2
− h

2
ρeq

((
∂2u0
∂t2 + z ∂2 ϕx

∂t2

)
(δu0 + zδϕx) +

(
∂2v0
∂t2 + z ∂2 ϕθ

∂t2

)
(δv0 + zδϕθ)

+ ∂2w0
∂t2 δw0

)
R dz dθ dx

(19)

The strain energy for the stiffened FG-GPL multilayer cylindrical shell panel is pre-
sented as

U =
x {

Nxε0
x + Nθ ε0

θ + Nxθγ0
xθ + MxKx + MθKθ+

MxθKxθ + Qxγxz + Qθγθz

}
R dx dθ (20)

Equation (20) may be presented in the following matrix form:

U =

[Nx, Nθ , NXθ ]

 ε0
x

ε0
θ

γ0
xθ

+ [Mx, Mθ , MXθ ]

 Kx
Kθ

Kxθ

+ [Qx Qϑ]

[
γXZ
γθZ

]Rdxdθ (21)

Additionally, the kinematic relations (Equations (12) and (13)) may be presented in the
following matrix form:

 εx
εθ

γxθ

 =

 ε0
x

ε0
θ

γ0
xθ

+ Z

 Kx
Kθ

Kxθ

 =


∂

∂x 0 0 Z ∂
∂x 0

0 1
R

∂
∂θ

1
R 0 Z 1

R
∂
∂θ

1
R

∂
∂θ

∂
∂x 0 Z 1

R
∂
∂θ Z ∂

∂x




U0
V0
W0
ϕx
ϕθ

 = d1Q

[
γ0

xz

γ0
θz

]
=

[
0 0 ∂

∂x 1 0

0 −1
R

1
R

∂
∂θ 0 1

] 
U0
V0
W0
ϕx
ϕθ

 = d2Q,

 ε0
x

ε0
θ

γ0
xθ

 =


∂

∂x 0 0 0 0
0 1

R
∂
∂θ

1
R 0 0

1
R

∂
∂θ

∂
∂x 0 0 0




U0
V0
W0
ϕx
ϕθ

 = d3Q

 Kx
Kθ

Kxθ

 =

 0 0 0 ∂
∂x 0

0 0 0 0 1
R

∂
∂θ

0 0 0 1
R

∂
∂θ

∂
∂x




U0
V0
W0
ϕx
ϕθ

 = d4Q Q =


U0
V0
W0
ϕx
ϕθ



(22)

Hence, by substituting Equation (22) into (21), the strain energy can be expressed
as follows:

δU =
∫ ((

(d3Q)T AT
+ (d4Q)T BT

)
(d3δQ) +

(
(d3Q)T BT

+ (d4Q)T DT
)
(d 4δQ

)
+(d2Q)TeT(d2δQ)

)
R dx dθ

(23)
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3. Finite Element Modeling

FEM as a numerical solution is employed to solve the governing equations of the
stiffened FG-GPL multilayer cylindrical shell panel. A two-dimensional four-noded element
with 20 DOfs is used to discretize the shell panel. Additionally, a local-coordinate system
(ξ, ï) across the x and θ axes is employed for the shape functions.

The global and natural coordinates are related via the following relations [73]:

ξ =
2(x− xc)

L(e)
η =

2(θ − θc)

β(e)
(24)

where −1 ≤ ξ, η ≤ 1 are along the x and θ axes, respectively. L(e) and β(e) are the length
and span angle of each element, respectively. Additionally, θc and xc are the circumferential
and axial coordinates of the center of each element. The approximation functions in terms
of the natural coordinates and the displacement components of each element are presented
as follows: 

Ψ1
Ψ2
Ψ3
Ψ4

 =
1
4


(1 + ξ)(1− η)
(1 + ξ)(1 + η)
(1− ξ)(1 + η)
(1− ξ)(1− η)

 (25)


Ψ1 · · · 0

...
. . .

...
0 · · · Ψ1

 . . .

Ψ4 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · Ψ4






u01
v01
w01
ϕx1
ϕθ1

...
u04
v04
w04
ϕx4
ϕθ4



= Ψ q(e)

where Ψn, n = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the components of the shape functions, and Ψ is the matrix of
the shape functions. u0i, v0i, w0i, ϕxi and ϕθi are the nodal DOFs and are estimated as

u0 =
4
∑

i=1
ΨiU0i v0 =

4
∑

i=1
ΨiV0i w0 =

4
∑

i=1
ΨiW0i

ϕx =
4
∑

i=1
Ψiθxi ϕθ =

4
∑

i=1
Ψiθθi

(26)

Substituting Equation (26) into Equations (19) and (23), the Hamilton’s principle in
Equation (17) can be rewritten as below.∫

Ωe
0

[(
(d3Ψ)T AT

(d3Ψ) + (d4Ψ)T BT
(d3Ψ) + (d3Ψ)T BT

(d4Ψ)

+(d4Ψ)T DT
(d 4Ψ

)
+(d2Ψ)TeTd2Ψ

)
q(e) + ΨT IΨ

..
q(e)

]
Rdxdθ = 0

I =


I0 0 0 I1 0
0 I0 0 0 I1
0 0 I0 0 0
I1 0 0 I2 0
0 I1 0 0 I2

,


I0
I1
I2

 =
∫ h

2
− h

2


1
z
z2

ρeqdz

(27)

Additionally, by replacing d2Ψ = B2, d3Ψ = B3, d4Ψ = B4 in Equation (27), and by
sorting it, Equation (28) is derived for a cylindrical panel element:

(k1 + k2 + k3)
(e)q(e) + M(e) ..

q(e) = 0 (28)
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where
Me=

∫
Ωe

0
ΨT IΨ R dx dθ

ke
1 =

∫ [
BT

3 AT
+ BT

4 BT B3

]
R dx dθ

ke
2 =

∫ [
BT

3 BT B4 + BT
4 DT B4

]
R dx dθ.

ke
3 =

∫ [
BT

2 eT B2
]
R dx dθ

(29)

After evaluating the element matrices of each element, and via the summation of these
matrices, the finite element model of the stiffened FG-GPL multilayer cylindrical panel is
as follows

(k1 + k2 + k3)q + M
..
q = 0 (30)

Finally, for the free vibration problem, the following eigenvalue problem is considered.(
(k1 + k2 + k3)−Mω2

)
q = 0 (31)

where in Equation (31), ω represents the circular natural frequencies of the stiffened shell
panel and q is its mode shapes.

The details of the solution procedure for the free vibration problem (Equation (31)) are
as follows:

1. Calculating the stiffness and mass matrices of each element according to Equation (29);
2. Assembling the stiffness and mass matrices of each element to obtain the final stiffness

and mass matrices of the shell;
3. Applying the Sparse command on the matrices to reduce the size of matrices and also

the computation time;
4. Applying displacement boundary conditions on the Sparse matrices according to

Equation (32);
5. Solving the eigenvalue problem (Equation (31)) to obtain the natural frequencies

and mode shapes. To solve Equation (31) in Matlab software, the command eigs
(k1 + k2 + k3, M; number of desired mode shapes, 0) is used. Briefly, 0 means that the
lowest natural frequency close to 0 is desired. In this study, number of desired mode
shapes = 6.

In this study, the following displacement boundary conditions for a cylindrical panel
are considered:

When all edges of the cylindrical shell panel are clamped (CCCC) , the following can be observed :
u0, v0, w0, ϕx, ϕθ = 0 at(x = 0, θ), (x = L, θ), (x, θ = 0), (x, θ = β)
Additionally, when all edges of the structure are simply supported (SSSS) :
u0, w0 = 0 at (x = 0, θ), (x = L, θ)
v0, w0 = 0 at (x, θ = 0), (x, θ = β)

(32)

4. Numerical Results and Discussion
4.1. Verification of Results

The vibration analysis of a stiffened cylindrical panel reinforced by a graphene platelet
has not been investigated so far. Hence, for verification purposes, numerical results are
derived for a homogenous stiffened cylindrical panel with a ring and stringer for free-
boundary conditions. For this target, the weight fraction of GPLs in the present study
should be considered zero. Additionally, the geometries and mechanical properties of the
cylindrical panel of Ref [8] are considered (E = 209 GPa, υ = 0.3, ρ = 7800 kg/m3). Then,
the natural frequencies of the cylindrical panel with rings and stringers are obtained and
compared with those obtained by Samanta and Mukhopadhyay [8]. This compression
is given in Table 1 and shows excellent agreement. In [8], a flat shell element with a
combination of a DKT (discrete Kirchhoff’s triangle) plate-bending element and Allman’s
plane stress triangle is employed to model the problem. The bending element was a
six-noded triangle with 12 degrees of freedom, while in the present study, FSDT with four-
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noded shell element is used. Hence, the difference between the present results and those of
the reference is related to the different theories that are employed in this investigation and
that of Samanta and Mukhopadhyay [8].

Table 1. A comparison of the natural frequencies of a stiffened shell between the present results and
those of the reference Samanta and Mukhopadhyay [8].

Natural Frequencies (Hz) ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 ω6

Samanta and Mukhopadhyay [8] 144 247 374 559 593 678
(Present) 138 241 369 554 587 669

4.2. Numerical Results

In this section, the first six natural frequencies of the stiffened multilayer cylindrical
panel reinforced by GPLs are presented. The influences of various parameters including
four different patterns of the GPLs for the shell panel, rings and stringers, various weight
fractions of GPLs, two different boundary conditions and various numbers of the ring and
stringer on the free vibration response of the structure are examined. The geometries and
mechanical properties of the stiffened FG-GPL multilayer cylindrical panel are assumed to
be as follows:

Mechanical property:
Em = 3 GPa, ρm = 1200 kg/m3, υm = 0.34 for epoxy, and EGPL = 1.01 TPa,

ρGPL = 1062.5 kg/m3, υGPL = 0.186, wGPL = 1.5 µm, lGPL = 2.5 µm, tGPL = 1.5 nm
for GPLs.

(a) Geometry of the cylindrical panel: L = 2, R = 0.5, θ = 120
◦

(b) Geometry of the rings and stringers: hs = 0.02, bs = 0.04, hr = 0.02, br = 0.04

The convergence of the finite element results of the present research is investigated
through comparing the results of the successive refinement of the element size. In this
regard, results are compared for meshes with an adequate fixed number of elements along
the θ axis but with various numbers of elements in the axial direction. Table 2 demon-
strates that applying 50 × 30 elements through the (nx, nθ) direction is enough to obtain
convergent results.

Table 2. Convergence study of the fundamental natural frequency for the stiffened cylindrical panel
structure (SSSS boundary condition; Ss = 0.378, Sr = 0.5, ∆ = 1 wt. %, GPL X for the structure, and
GPL O for rings and stringers).

Number of Elements
for Structure

(nx,nθ)
30 × 30 40 × 30 50 × 30

ω1 326.82 312.24 310.32

The influences of the various GPL patterns for the cylindrical panel shell and the rings
and stringers on the natural frequencies of the structure are given in Table 3 (SSSS boundary
condition; Ss = 0.378, Sr = 0.5, Nr = Ns = 5, and ∆ = 1 wt. %). As can be seen from this table,
the pattern of GPLX for the cylindrical panel shell in conjunction with GPLX for the ring
and stringer has the highest number of natural frequencies of the structure among various
GPL patterns for the cylindrical panel, ring and stringer while the pattern of GPLUD for
the cylindrical panel shell in conjunction with GPLUD for the rings and stringer has the
lowest number of natural frequencies. These differences are approximately 60% and can
be useful for engineers in their design. On the other hand, when the concentration of the
nano-fillers on the top and bottom of the structure is more than in the middle, the structure
will be accorded more rigidity and stiffness. Additionally, for each pattern of reinforcement
of the cylindrical shell panel, the maximum and minimum natural frequencies belong to
the shells when their rings and stringers are reinforced with the GPLX distribution and
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GPLUD, respectively. Additionally, the effect of reinforcing the shell panel with GPLs on
the overall stiffness of the structure is more dominant than that in the case where the rings
and stringers are reinforced by GPLs. Furthermore, in each pattern of reinforcement for
the cylindrical shell panel except for GPL-UD, the numbers of natural frequencies of the
structure are close to each other when the reinforcement of the rings and stringers is GPL-O
and GPL-A. The effect of various weight fractions of GPLs on the natural frequencies of the
structure is depicted in Table 4. In this case, the patterns of reinforcement for the shell panel,
rings and stringers are the same. By increasing the weight fraction of nano-fillers (from
0 to 0.01) for different GPL patterns, the number of natural frequencies of the structure
significantly increases (by approximately 118% for the GPL-X pattern). The influence of
increasing the weight fraction of the nano-fillers on the number of natural frequencies
of the structure for GPL-X is greater than that of the other patterns while the impact of
increasing the weight fraction of the nano-fillers on the number of natural frequencies of the
structure for GPL-UD is smaller than that of the other patterns. Table 5 shows the impact of
various boundary conditions on the natural frequencies of the structure (Ss = 0.378, Sr = 0.5,
Nr = Ns = 5, and ∆ = 1 wt. %). It is obvious from this table that the CCCC boundary
condition has higher natural frequencies than does the SSSS boundary condition due to
the fact that the CCCC boundary condition provides more rigidity than does the SSSS
boundary condition. Table 6 indicates the influences of the number of rings and stringers
on the natural frequencies of the stiffened cylindrical shell panel for two different boundary
conditions (the GPLX pattern for the cylindrical panel; ring and stringer; ∆ = 1 wt. %). By
increasing the number of rings and stringers, the natural frequencies are changed a little. It
is interesting that the number of fundamental frequencies of the structure for the CCCC
boundary condition is increased a little by increasing the number of rings and stringers
while the number of the fundamental frequencies of the structure for the SSSS boundary
condition is decreased a little by increasing the numbers of rings and stringers. On the
other hand, stiffening the shell with a ring and stringer may decrease or increase the natural
frequencies of the structure a little depending on the boundary condition.

Table 3. The influences of various GPL patterns for the cylindrical panel shell and ring and stringer
on the natural frequencies (Hz) of the structure (SSSS boundary condition; Ss = 0.378, Sr = 0.5;
∆ = 1 wt. %).

GPL Pattern
for Cylindrical

Panel Shell

GPL
Pattern

for
Ring and
Stringer

ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 ω6

GPL-UD

UD 225.13 374.82 435.39 452.77 465.65 592.43

X 258.75 433.25 504.36 578.56 593.13 769.27

O 242.31 420.88 499.98 524.44 560.05 673.14

A 228.54 390.43 467.24 488.34 497.22 626.46

GPL-X

UD 282.76 479.21 539.81 599.99 633.12 710.47

X 362.55 614.98 697.29 731.08 766.46 968.71

O 310.32 550.74 642.12 675.84 700.48 893.65

A 299.47 494.32 566.36 620.11 658.22 760.33

GPL-O

UD 240.88 390.15 470.46 506.42 525.84 631.26

X 281.65 480.67 553.57 595.72 616.71 744.64

O 276.18 466.74 549.34 588.07 600.39 730.12

A 265.94 441.46 526.25 567.66 580.35 700.49
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Table 3. Cont.

GPL Pattern
for Cylindrical

Panel Shell

GPL
Pattern

for
Ring and
Stringer

ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 ω6

GPL-A

UD 226.83 362.49 432.72 450.24 478.55 600.06

X 273.56 471.82 520.18 590.88 601.56 716.77

O 233.14 420.13 500.72 541.57 550.22 680.48

A 230.13 400.78 474.30 500.94 510.74 635.33

Table 4. The impact of different weight fractions of GPLs on the natural frequencies (Hz) of the
structure (SSSS boundary condition; Ss = 0.378; Sr = 0.5).

GPL Pattern
for Cylindrical Panel,

Ring and Stringer
∆GPL % ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 ω6

GPL-X

0 166.66 277.03 322.22 347.9 355.28 438.51

0.5 312.06 529.61 600.86 630.17 660.34 834.48

1 362.55 614.98 697.29 731.08 766.46 968.71

GPL-A

0 166.66 277.03 322.22 347.9 355.28 438.51

0.5 203.53 357.14 423.21 446.42 455.35 566.94

1 230.13 400.78 474.30 500.94 510.74 635.33

GPL-UD

0 166.66 277.03 322.22 347.9 355.28 438.51

0.5 187.55 311.66 378.26 400.12 420.18 493.33

1 225.13 374.82 435.39 452.77 465.65 592.43

GPL-O

0 166.66 277.03 322.22 347.9 355.28 438.51

0.5 230.47 391.59 473.27 498.30 500.42 634.78

1 276.18 466.74 549.34 588.07 600.39 730.12

Table 5. The impact of various boundary conditions on the natural frequencies (Hz) of the structure
(Ss = 0.378; Sr = 0.5; ∆ = 1 wt. %).

GPL Pattern
for Cylindrical Panel,

Ring and Stringer

Boundary
Condition ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 ω6

GPL-X
cccc 696.26 912.85 1057.23 1145.3 1175.5 1289.4

ssss 362.55 614.98 697.29 731.08 766.46 968.71

GPL-UD
cccc 421.96 557.72 647.13 702.76 720.33 793.83

ssss 225.13 374.82 435.39 452.77 465.65 592.43

GPL-O
cccc 524.44 884.23 1032.75 1134.88 1140.55 1350.62

ssss 276.18 466.74 549.34 588.07 600.39 730.12

GPL-A
cccc 391.63 700.45 860.27 930.18 969.31 1235.77

ssss 230.13 400.78 474.30 500.94 510.74 635.33
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Table 6. The impact of increasing the number of rings and stringers on the natural frequencies (Hz)
of the structure (GPL-X for shell panel, ring and stringer, ∆ = 1 wt. %).

Boundary
Condition

Number of Ring and
Stringer ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 ω6

CCCC

Nr = Ns = 5 696.26 912.85 1057.23 1145.3 1175.5 1289.4

Nr = Ns = 7 697.12 913.00 1053.84 1140.72 1176.02 1284.37

Nr = Ns = 10 698.23 913.78 1049.6 1136.8 1177.6 1280

SSSS

Nr = Ns = 5 362.55 614.98 697.29 731.08 766.46 968.71

Nr = Ns = 7 360.01 613.47 690.33 727.66 767.13 969.47

Nr = Ns = 10 359.62 613.2 685.22 719.85 770.11 971.13

5. Conclusions

The natural frequencies of stiffened cylindrical shell panels reinforced with graphene
platelets have been studied for the first time. Four GPL patterns including GPL-X, GPL-O,
GPL UD, and GPL-A were considered along with the shell thickness of the cylindrical panel,
rings and stringers. Based on first-order shear deformation theory and by employing FEM
based on the Hamilton principle and the Rayleigh–Ritz method, the governing equations of
the structure were obtained and solved. The influences of GPL patterns for the cylindrical
panel, rings and stringers, the weight fraction of nanofillers, various boundary conditions
and different numbers of stringers and rings on the natural frequencies of a stiffened
cylindrical shell panel reinforced with a graphene platelet have been studied.

Remarkable findings which can be used in practical applications are as follows:

(a) Maximum and minimum natural frequencies were related to GPL-X and GPL-UD,
respectively;

(b) The effect of reinforcing the shell panel with GPLs on the overall stiffness of the
structure was more dominant than that in the case that the rings and stringers were
reinforced by GPLs. The maximum influences of the GPL patterns and weight fraction
of GPLs on the natural frequencies of the structure were approximately 60% and
118%, respectively;

(c) By increasing the weight fraction of GPLs, the number of natural frequencies of the struc-
ture for the GPL-X pattern was increased to more than that of other GPL distributions;

(d) The CCCC boundary condition had higher natural frequencies than did the SSSS
boundary condition;

(e) Reinforcement including rings and stringers may decrease or increase the natural
frequencies of the structure depending on the boundary condition;

(f) By increasing the number of rings and stringers, the natural frequencies were changed
a little;

(g) The influences of strengthening the shell with GPLs was much greater than that of
stiffening it with rings and stringers.

(h) In each pattern of reinforcement for the cylindrical shell panel except for GPL-UD,
the numbers of natural frequencies of the structure were close to each other when the
reinforcement of rings and stringers were considered to be GPL-O and GPL-A. This
means that for these cases, they can be used interchangeably.
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